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Abstract
This research focuses on exploring the effect of an autonomous robot in the Pivotal Response
Therapy for children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). This project falls within the
Picasso project that investigates the use of robots by therapists engaged in personalized therapy
with children with ASD. Currently, the therapists use the robot as a remotely operated device.
The aim of the research reported here is to examine how increased robot autonomy can be
combined with the therapist still being in control of the therapy. The introduction of more
autonomy in robot behavior and interaction increases the time that the therapist can focus on the
child. In order to understand whether children perceive an autonomous robot differently than a
remotely operated robot, we examined their preferences. Using a within-subject design, fourteen
children played with a robot that performed behavior either autonomously or through remote
control. The results show that the children do not react differently in the two conditions. Both
robots were evaluated as equally engaging for the children. This implies that autonomous robots
allow the therapist to focus less on remotely operating the robot and more on the therapy. The
results and direction for future research are discussed.
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1. Introduction
People with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) have problems expressing themselves
during conversation and when interacting socially. In a conversation they find it hard to show
that they are listening to the speaker (Choi & Nieminen, 2005). Individuals with ASD make less
initiative to make contact with others, which decreases their opportunities for learning how to
use language, to improve their conversation skills, and to learn the conversation rules etc.
Children with ASD, especially, face consequences; lacking social skills in childhood correlates
with lower development in peer acceptance, academic achievement, and mental health (Hartup,
1989). Children with ASD will not initiate actions and have difficulties working together with
other children. The strongest finding for effective change for ASD comes from interventions that
incorporate behavioral intervention. These interventions involve, unfavorably, long hours, and
are most effective in a one-to-one setting with a qualified therapist and very individualized
(Warren, Fey & Yoder, 2007). The number of children with ASD is increasing (currently 1 in 68
children at age 8 have ASD according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC,
2015)), and, therefore, the therapist's workload also increases (Gibson, Grey & Hastings, 2009).
Recent research focuses on the use of social robots in therapy for individuals with ASD
(e.g. Barakova, Gillessen & Feijs, 2009; Boccanfuso & O'Kane, 2011; Feil-Seifer & Mataric,
2008; Robins & Dautenhahn, 2014). Although robots have been proven to be engaging for
children with ASD, studies that integrate robots into an empirically supported treatment for ASD
are surprisingly sparse. Without such information, clinics that treat ASD are unable to integrate
robots within their therapies.
Therefore, current research considers the possibility of designing a programming tool that
empowers therapists to create their own training scenarios (Barakova, 2011). Within a training
scenario, the therapist can either be part of the intervention of the robot and child, or remotely
operate the robot (Giullian et al., 2010). In the first case, the children can share their excitement
about the robot or other reactions with the therapist and involve the therapist in the interaction. In
the latter case, the therapist can intervene in unexpected behaviors of the child. However, the
therapist needs to divide her/his attention between operating the robot and the treatment of the
child which can increase her/his workload.
The therapist's workload not only increases during the therapy session, but also before the
session. Before the session the therapist needs to learn how to operate the robot. A solution of the
increased workload can be the use of a robot that performs the therapy partly autonomously. The
therapist can still be in control of the therapy; however, the autonomous behavior of the robot
will reduce the therapist's workload, allowing more attention to the child. In addition, the
learning curve of how to operate the robot would be reduced by a partly autonomous robot.
A recent investigation (Senft, Baxter, Kennedy & Belpaeme, 2015) tested the workload
of a therapist during the therapy with a robot that performed autonomous behavior and compared
the workload against a robot that was remotely operated. The autonomous robot was
programmed to learn from the guidance of the supervisor. Guidance was, for example, correcting
wrong behaviors of the robot. Participants were asked to either supervise a robot that was
learning or to operate a robot completely. They found that the participants rated the workload
lighter when interacting with the autonomous robot than with the remotely operated robot.
Another result was that the autonomous robot required fewer interventions of the therapist,
which will release time for the therapist to focus on the child.
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Even more important for the use of an autonomous robot in therapy with children with
ASD, is to understand how children perceive an autonomous robot. In the experiment of Senft et
al., no children were included in the intervention; therefore, no effect on children could be
measured. To make the therapy with the autonomous robot as effective as the therapy with a
remotely operated robot, the children's interactions with the robot and their expectations of
playing with the robot should be the same with both the autonomous and remotely operated
robot.
The aim of this thesis is to contribute to the use of autonomous robots within the therapy
of individuals with ASD by providing insight into the effect an autonomous robot has on the
interaction between robot and child and how the children perceive this autonomous behavior of
the robot. To accomplish this goal the children's preferences for playing with a robot that plays
autonomously or through remote control will be tested, and the children's interaction with the
robot will be observed. This study was performed within the Picasso project, which attempts to
transfer a psychosocial training intervention protocol (Pivotal Response Therapy) to robotics (see
section below). By connecting the approach of the Picasso project with a robot that performs
autonomous behavior, a treatment can be created in which therapists have more time individuals.

1.1 Self-initiating interventions for children with ASD
Children with ASD have deficits in behavior concerning the so-called pivotal areas
(Koegel &Koegel, 2006). Koegel states that improvement of these critical areas will also
improve other areas, such as communication or sociability. Research has focused on five pivotal
areas: Responding to multiple cues, motivation, self-management, self-initiations during social
interaction and empathy (e.g. Bruinsma & Stockmann, 2008; Koegel & Koegel, 2006; Koegel et
al., 2012; Pierce & Schreibman, 1995). Within robotics most researchers focus on the use of the
robot in improvement of self-initiations of children with ASD. It is common for a therapist to
encourage children with ASD to play with certain toys and reward them with these toys after the
request is made. These rewards are extended with the use of a robot that gives the children
positive rewards.
Self-initiation can be used within the Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) framework. The
ABA is a highly structured therapy where skills, such as learning to make eye contact or question
asking are developed one at a time. This treatment is well established for improving the social
skills of children with ASD. It consists of an individualized, one-to-one setting, which is
effective when spending around 30 hours a week. In a recent investigation by Huskens,
Verschuur, Gillesen, Didden & Barakova (2012) the Nao robot was used for an ABA
intervention conducted by a robot to promote self-initiating questions from children with ASD.
The robot did not provide the full therapy itself, it was remotely operated by a trainer in the same
room as the robot and the child with ASD. Results showed that the therapy conducted by the
robot was as effective as the same therapy conducted by a human trainer.
One therapy based on the ABA treatment is the Pivotal Response Treatment (PRT). This
treatment contains a motivation strategy and uses games to emphasize natural reinforcement.
PRT has proven to be more effective at improving social communication skills than other
structured Applied Behavior Analysis treatments (Mohammadzaheri, Koegel, Rezaee & Rafiee,
2014).
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1.2 Potential and challenges of the use of robots for children with ASD
There are multiple reasons to use robots for children with ASD. First, children with ASD
show interest in toys with mechanical elements and find technology interesting (Dautenhahn &
Werry, 2004). A robot will, therefore, appeal to the children with ASD. Robins, Dautenhahn &
Dubowski (2006) conducted two experiments to investigate the preference of children with ASD
for human or robotic appearances. In their first study a human mime artist was instructed to
perform a repertoire of movements, but also instructed not to interact with the children. The artist
was either dressed as a robot or was wearing his normal clothes. Children with ASD were invited
in the room to observe the mime artist. In their second study, the children were asked to observe
a humanoid robotic doll that was wearing a dress or had a plain robotic appearance. In case of
the mime artist, the children showed more social and pro-active behaviors toward the robotically
dressed human than the ordinarily dressed human. In case of the robotic doll, the children
showed a preference toward the plain featureless robot over the dressed doll. These results
suggest that children with ASD have more interest in objects that have more robot-like
characteristics.
Second, it is suggested that robots show less variance in a movement than humans do,
which is easier to understand for children with ASD (Pierno, Mari, Lusher & Casteillo, 2008).
Pierno showed children with ASD and without ASD a robot arm or a human performing a reachto-grasp action toward an object. Subsequently, the children were requested to perform the same
action toward the same object. This action was repeated twenty times during one trial. The
children with ASD executed the action faster and reached peak velocity faster when primed by
the robot arm than by the human. The opposite applied to the typically developed children.
These results suggest that children with ASD can, unconsciously, process the observed, simpler
action of the robot arm faster than an observed human movement.
Third, the robot shows predictable and consistent behavior, which is preferred by children
with ASD, compared to a human that shows less predictable and less consistent behavior.
Children with ASD prefer toys that are shown in predictable situations over toys that are shown
in unpredictable situations (Ferrara & Hill, 1980). In this study, toys were shown to children with
ASD in consistent and inconsistent time intervals. The children's responsiveness increased in the
consistent, predictable time interval and their behavior was disrupted during the inconsistent and
unpredictable time interval, which suggests that children with ASD benefit from highly
predictable environments and predictable objects.
Finally, a robot can reduce complex social behaviors into single factors, which is easier
for a child with ASD to understand (Scassellati, 2007). Social interaction contains multiple
factors like speech, gestures, facial expressions and context. A robot can reduce a complex social
behavior into a single factor, such as only speech (without movement of the head and mouth),
something a therapist is not able to do. An example of a more complex behavior is laughing,
during which a human will pinch her/his eyes, smile, make a sound and probably move her/his
head. A robot can first teach the children with ASD the sound of laughing, and subsequently add
the other factors of this complex behavior.
The appearance of the robot also matters for the child-robot interaction. Non-humanoid
robots can elicit interaction between the child with ASD and a third person within a triadic
interaction. In a study by Kim et al. (2013) a robot toy was used that looked like a dinosaur. It
was tested how children with ASD would react to the robot, compared to a computer screen or a
human opponent, when playing a game with blocks. A human confederate would observe the
interactions of the child. The robot showed 10 different social behaviors accompanied by speech-
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like voice recordings. The behaviors varied from greeting, affective gestures and expressions of
interest. The children spoke as much to the robot as to the human opponent, but they elicited
more speech directed to the human confederate, which is non-typical for children with ASD,
when playing with the robot than with the human player or with the computer screen. Their
results suggest that children with ASD can elicit more speech toward a social non-humanoid
robot than toward an asocial interaction partner, a computer screen, or, more interesting, than
with a social interaction partner, an adult human. Furthermore, their study shows that a social
non-humanoid robot can elicit greater verbalization toward a third person than a non social
interaction partner, a computer screen.
In the literature disadvantages and advantages are mentioned as to whether a nonhumanoid or humanoid robot should be used within the therapy. It is demonstrated that nonhumanoid robots are less intimidating for children with ASD because they have fewer facial
features than humanoid robots (Feil-Seifer & Mataric, 2009). In contrast, humanoid robot's
physical and appearance features will promote the generalization of learned behaviors more for
contact with humans (Robins, Otero, Ferrari & Dautenhahn, 2007). For example, imitation and
emotion recognition can only be generalized through a human form. Consequently, each type of
robot design can be considered for therapy, a non-humanoid for simple interaction and a
humanoid robot for human-human interaction (Ricks & Colton, 2010).
However,
this
research does not compare a social non-humanoid robot with a social humanoid robot. Instead,
the comparability of autonomous vs non-autonomous social humanoid robots will be
investigated.
As mentioned, in a triadic interaction a third person can elicit more social reactions from
children with ASD when playing with a robot. Colton et al. (2009) state that generalization of
social skills will be easier for a child with ASD when a therapist is involved in the interaction.
Colton mentions three reasons to support this idea: (1) The robot can be used as joint attention
between the child and therapist, (2) social behaviors are triggered by a robot when including a
therapist “in the loop" and (3) when the therapist is included in the interaction between child and
robot, the child with ASD will be more familiar with the therapist which will be an advantage in
sessions without the robot.
Diehl et al. (2014) adds that the therapist is still necessary during this therapy because the
therapist can help to translate the children's individuals’ needs, behaviors and pronunciation for
the robot (Giullian et al., 2010; Robins & Dautenhahn, 2006). Ideally, the therapist controls the
robot and is active in the therapy in a triadic interaction. For example, the therapist can help the
child with ASD develop more detailed conversation and give meaning to the actions of the robot
that are otherwise mechanical (Robins et al.,2007). Moreover, the therapist can act as an assistant
during games, handing the turn to the child or to the robot and can help to develop better robots
or programs to control the robot.
These studies and literature explain that robots within therapy for children with ASD
have considerable potential and will be useful in eliciting social interactions. However, the focus
of most research has been primarily on robot development and the use of therapists in triadic
interactions. These studies are limited in their explanation of how the robot can help to reduce
the therapist's cognitive load. The tasks of understanding and helping the children, requires a
substantial mental workload for the therapist. Having to control the interface of the robot adds
another substantial mental workload, making this scenario likely to be impractical. Colton et al.
(2009) proposes the use of a partly-autonomous, responsive robot. Here, only unplanned
behaviors of the child need to be corrected by the therapist, while the other behaviors of the robot
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are fixed and repeatable. This type of robot would substantially decrease the therapist's workload
regarding the control of the robot.

1.3. Project
This research has been performed in the context of the project Picasso. The Picasso
project is collaboration between Karakter Centre for Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, the
Technical University Eindhoven and the Radboud UMC. In this section, this project and the
contribution of my research to this project will be explained.
1.3.1 Picasso
The project focuses on the effectiveness of PRT with the use of the Nao robot for
promoting social and communication skills in children with ASD. A robot may lead to a higher
motivation for social interaction while being less stressful to the children (Duquette, Michaud &
Mercier, 2008). In the PRT sessions, games are used to create an engaging environment in which
the children can play and interact with the robot. The games consist of repeated turns between
the robot and the children. As mentioned before, the hypothesis is that, when the child shows
improvement in pivotal areas, such as motivation and social initiations, other skills may also
improve. While playing a game, the child has to respond within a learning moment, which
targets a pivotal skill, such as initiations. Examples of initiations are asking for help, protesting
adequately and making statements. The therapists created pre-programmed game scenarios that
incorporate learning moments, which the robot can provide. The script also contains rewards
when the child shows an appropriate initiation. The rewards are performed by the robot.
Expected is that the use of a robot in the PRT provides a higher increase in pivotal skills and
generalized social and communicative skills, compared to PRT in which the robot is not used and
compared to care-as-usual (i.e. regular treatment for children with ASD).
1.3.2 Requirements for the robot within Picasso
The robot is a supporting agent for the therapist during the therapy. At present, the robot
is mostly used as a remotely operated device in the games used in the PRT. Each time the child
performs an action, the therapist presses a key to initiate the actions of the robot. Especially in
games where the robot interacts many times with the child and the therapist has to decide all the
movements and turns for the robot, the complexity of the scenario increases. This does not
support the therapy. In other games within the project, the robot is highly autonomous (a dice
rolling game with the robot (Lourens, 2015)). However, within these games, the robot is not able
to react to unexpected events or movements of the child, and the therapist cannot specify a robot
response. A solution where the robot plays autonomously but the therapist can still prompt the
child would be an ideal situation.

1.4 Research question
With the PRT method, the robot and the method Karakter uses for their therapy, the
following research question was formed:
Can a robot that plays autonomously, improve the therapy outcomes and the experiences of the
involved parties?
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This question can be divided into two sub-questions:
1. Do children perceive the robot that plays autonomously the same as a remotely operated
robot?
2. Is the cognitive load of the therapist lower when the robot plays autonomously, compared
to playing through remote control?
This study will only address the first sub-question: Whether children notice a difference in the
behavior of the robot when it plays autonomous or is remotely operated. The children's behavior
will be measured explicitly (with a questionnaire) and implicitly (observers are asked to rate their
behavior). They will be requested to play a game with both of the behaviors of the robot.
Subsequently, the children are asked to complete a questionnaire about the robot after
each game. This questionnaire will focus on the differences that the children are expected to
experience in both conditions: the children's pleasure in playing the game, their empathy with the
robot, as well as whether they were aware of their surroundings. It is expected that the children
are more engaged with the robot that plays autonomously than when it is remotely operated, in
the case that the children experience more pleasure in playing the game, when they feel more
empathy with the robot and when they are less distracted with the autonomous robot than with
the remotely operated robot. A robot appears to be more intelligent when they play
autonomously (Akerkar, 2012). This will be tested with a question about how clever the robot
appeared to the children.
After finishing the two games, the children are asked to choose between the two robot
behaviors and select with which robot they would like to play again and with which robot they
liked the game more. Results of this questionnaire can explain whether the children noticed a
difference between the robot behaviors.
Video recordings of the game sessions are observed to measure the children's implicit
behavior toward the robot. The observers are requested to (1) count the times that the children's
gaze was directed at the robot or (2) at the researcher and, (3) their speech was directed at robot
or, (4) at the researcher as well as (5) how the observers would rate the children's interest in the
game. Two outcomes are expected. First, the children will look less at and talk less to the
researcher when the robot performs autonomous behavior compared to the remotely operated
robot. This reaction will suggest that the children treat the robot that performs autonomous
behavior as an independent interaction partner instead of an extension of the therapist. The
second expected outcome is that the children look less at and talk less to the researcher when the
robot performs autonomous behavior than with a remotely operated robot. This reaction will
suggest that the robot that plays the game autonomously elicits more social interactions with the
children than a robot that is remotely operated.
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. The next chapter will review how the
related work uses autonomous robots and describe the aspects that can be used within this
research. In Chapter 3 the architecture of the program environment will be introduced as well as
the implementation of the robot's two behaviors. The fourth chapter will describe the methods
and the experimental design to test the robot's behaviors. Chapter 5 will describe the results and
the final chapter will present the conclusions and suggestions for further research.
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2. Background
The aim of this study is not to design a fully autonomous robot, but to design a partly
autonomous robot that provides the therapist assistance during the treatment. In this chapter is
explained how some behaviors of autonomous robots can facilitate the design of our partly
autonomous behavior for the robot. First, a description about the use of autonomous robots, their
limitations and solutions for those limitations is given. Second, a description of studies that use
an autonomous robot within therapy for children with ASD is described. Last, a section will
describe what can be used in this study.

2.1 Autonomous robots
The progress in the development of robots has showed an increase in the interest of
automation. One problem that robots will face outside the factory is the unpredictable and
unreliable environment. An autonomous robot would be able to perform a pre-defined task in an
unreliable environment without the help of an outsider (Wynsberghe, 2015). Thrun (2004)
distinguished two types of automation: adapting for its environment (maneuvering in an
unknown area) or adapting to its user (making decisions about the human behavior). In the latter
case the robot does not have to cope with unpredictable environments. This increases the
usability of an autonomous robot in social situations. Automation of robots in social situations,
however, copes with the fact that robots are not sufficiently advanced to interact with humans in
socially and physically safe ways. Especially their natural language processing and nonverbal
behaviors is not well developed enough to use in all day situations. In addition, humans have a
strong desire to be in control and usually seek predictable systems (Shneiderman, 1992).
Therefore, within human-robot interaction, one of the most common techniques that are
used to face these limitations is the use of the Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) (Kelley, 1984). The Wizard
refers to a person that is remotely operating the robot without the participant knowing. The robot
will appear fully autonomous for the participant. The WoZ can help researchers to tests their
designs of the robot before creating the fully autonomous one. Or in other cases, to provide the
possibility to understand all the human interactions when the appropriate hardware and software
is not developed yet (Riek, 2012). One condition that the WoZ controlling robot should meet is
to act as an independent entity. Riek proposes some guidelines for creating a WoZ scenario in
which the experimenter can be replaced by autonomous behavior when all the hardware and
software for robots is ready. For example, most WoZ scenarios use the operator for natural
language processing or non-verbal behavior processing, when the natural speech recognition and
interpretation of the behavior is ready for use, this can easily be replaced. When not meeting
these guidelines, the WoZ controlled robot will operate more as a mediator for the human than a
social partner (Weiss, 2010).
A challenge in the human-automation is balance between the minimally attached, or the
complacency and boredom if an operator is not kept busy enough. In contrast, it can also cause
dissatisfaction when the robot-controlling software is difficult to understand and increases the
chances of making errors.
For Sheridan & Parasuraman (2005) automation can be divided into scales of degrees that have a
different level of complexity and challenges for the human. He suggests the following scales:
1. The system offers no assistance; the human must do it all.
2. The system suggests alternative ways to do the task.
3. The system selects one way to do the task and
4.
executes that suggestion if the human approves, or
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5.
allows the human a restricted time to veto before automatic execution, or
6.
executes the suggestion automatically, then necessarily informs the human, or
7.
executes the suggestion automatically, then informs the human only if asked.
8. The system selects the method, executes the task, and ignores the human.
Studies that made use of the robot for children with ASD, used several different approaches. The
next section will describe how researchers used autonomous robots within their therapy for
children with ASD, how WoZ scenarios were used and how the researchers faced the challenges
or used the guidelines described above.

2.2 Autonomous robots in therapy for children with ASD
The use of a robot that plays autonomously creates the opportunity for the therapist to act
as a companion in the therapy. It introduces the possibility for the therapist to be able to observe
and to interact with the child when the child wants to express herself/himself. However, most
research uses external hardware to implement the autonomous behavior to interpret children's
reactions.
Feil-Seifer & Mataric (2009) are developing a robot to use in therapy for children with
ASD that (1) senses the children's actions and understands the meaning of their actions, (2) acts
autonomously for the designed interaction scenario, (3) reflects the interaction between child and
robot over time, makes decisions based on that interaction and (4) evaluates the quality of the
interaction over a period of time. Their first approach was to test whether children's social
behavior was greater with a robot that showed behavior either contingent or randomly. They
performed an experiment with a robot that could blow bubbles. They implemented two
conditions of a robot could blow bubbles; in one condition the robot would blow a bubble when
the child with ASD pressed on a button and in the other condition randomly over a time interval.
The children were observed to speak more with their parent, the children's total interactions
increased and the children pushed the button more when the robot performed contingent
behavior instead of the random behavior. This reaction suggests that the children's social
behavior was greater with a robot that displayed contingent behavior than with a robot that
displayed random behavior.
A humanoid robot was used in the research of Wainer, Dautenhahn, Robins &
Amirabdollahian (2014). The robot Kaspar with a minimally-expressive appearance interacted
with children with ASD. The children played a collaborative video game with either Kaspar or a
human. The game consisted of selecting shapes together with their game partner. Both players
had a console that they used to control the video game. Each turn the children had to express
their desire to choose a shape, point with the console toward the shape and press a button on their
console when finished. By the data feedback that Kaspar received from the console, it would
select the same shape as the child or prompt the child to choose a shape in the case that the
children did not choose a shape yet. The human player would act the same as Kaspar reacted.
After the sessions with Kaspar, the children showed a higher physical engagement with the robot
than after the sessions with the human player and the children looked more at the other player
and less at the game when playing with Kaspar than playing with the human.
Another humanoid robot was used in an experiment of Greczek, Kaszubski, Atrash &
Mataric (2014). They used the Nao robot for an imitation game. The robot would take a pose and
the children were requested to imitate that pose. The robot used a Kinect camera to recognize
whether the child imitated the pose correctly. In the case that the child's pose was different from
the robot's pose, the robot would prompt the child. Four prompts were created, with an
increasing detailed explanation of the pose. The first prompt would ask a question whether the
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child was sure about his/her pose, and the fourth prompt would give a detailed description of the
pose, an imitation of the child's incorrect pose and a new movement that finished in the original
pose. The authors created a system that adaptively suggested prompts for the children. When a
child performed worse, the robot would faster suggest a more detailed prompt, when the child
performed better, the robot would prompt with fewer and less detailed words. In addition, the
robot gave positive feedback when the children imitated correctly. This feedback contained the
robot saying "That's right" and flashing its eyes green. Two conditions were used in an
experiment with children, one with the adapted prompt system and one that would say all
prompts in increasing order of detail till the child performed correctly. Results showed that the
adapted system could reduce the amounts of prompts that had to be used before the children
performed a certain pose correctly.
These three experiments demonstrated possible scenarios how autonomous behavior for
the robot can be created. The first experiment showed how a simple robot can already improve
the children's reactions and interactions. The other experiments used an external camera (Kinect)
or a console to send the children's behavior data to the robot. Both robots received no feedback
of humans, this would mean that both experiment can be placed in scale eight of Sheridan &
Parasuraman (2007) because no feedback of the human was needed.

2.3 WoZ scenarios in therapy for children with ASD
Dautenhahn et al. (2006) performed an imitation interaction game with children with
ASD and Robota, a humanoid robotic doll. The experimenter was operating the robot with a
laptop in the same room as the children. The children were highly engaged with the robot and
showed multiple times spontaneous behavior toward the experimenter. It was also observed that
some of the children used the robot as a mediator to communicate with the experimenter through
the robot. This suggests that direct interaction with the experimenter was too confronting for the
children, however, interaction with a robot as mediator reduced this confrontation. Another
advantage of having the experimenter in the room with the child and robot is that the
experimenter could intervene when children tried to break the robotic doll.
Another robot, the Keepon robot was used in a research by Kozima, Nakagawa & Yasuda
(2005). The Keepon looks like a yellow snowman and uses its cameras to perform eye-contact or
joint attention with humans. The robot was manually controlled by an experimenter from a
different room that used the camera of the robot to observe the children's interactions with the
robot. Their study was a longitudinal study. Children that interacted with the robot showed vivid
facial expressions that even their parents never seen before or used prosocial behaviors like
trying to feed it or kissing it. The results also showed that the children with ASD were trying to
share their joy and excitement of this interactive toy with others nearby.
The experiments described in this section, show how a WoZ design can be used in childrobot interaction, and they also demonstrate how a therapist can be used in the child-robot
interaction. These experiments vary in terms of (1) the engagement of the operator in the
interaction (2) and their realization of the guidelines of Riek (2012). The operator could easily be
replaced by the autonomous behavior of the robot. This is the case with the Keepon robot,
however, not with Robota robot. In the case of the Robota robot, the child with ASD used the
robot to communicate with the experimenter.

2.4 Conclusion
Most autonomous robots make use of external hardware to receive the children's input.
Markers and external hardware can increase the stable reactions of the robot. The investigations
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described here, did not use any markers on the children, as this can cause discomfort. In
comparison, the operator in WoZ experiments can extent the robot's perception and behaviors
beyond what is currently available for the software of the robot. All these robots were used in
unstructured game play to engage the children intro spontaneous joy and excitement shared with
their supervisors.
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3. Architecture
This chapter explains how the game and autonomous behavior of the robot were
implemented. A detailed description of the game can be found in the methods section. For the
implementation, the game was divided into three parts: the child's turn, the robot's turn and a
text-to-speech response or prompt (level of help). A prompt is a reaction of the robot in case of
an unexpected reaction of the child, which is provided by a therapist.
During the child's turn the child will look at his/her cards and decides which card the
child wants to collect. The child will ask the robot for the desired card and the robot will point at
the requested card. Subsequently, the child will collect this card and in case of a Quartet, the
child will gather the four cards of one category.
The robot's turn is almost the same; the robot will look at its cards, decide a desired card
and ask the card. The difference between the child's turn and the robot's turn is that the child will
give the card to the robot and place it in an empty place in the card holder. In case of a Quartet,
the robot will cheer, say that it has a Quartet and the experimenter will collect the four cards of
the category for the robot.

3.1 Scenario for therapy
The scenarios created for the game were adjusted for the robot and for the therapy. These
changes were made by the therapists within the Picasso project that already created the game
scenarios for the game. The major changes that were made for the robot are described below.







A card holder. The Nao robot is not able to hold the cards itself. A card holder is used for the
robot to place its cards in. Additionally, the child has a card holder to place his/her cards in.
No stack. This game does not use a stack of cards; all cards are already divided between the
two players. This increases the chance of a positive reward when the child requests a card.
Robot points at requested card. In the normal game, the opponent will present the card and
hand the card over to the child. Instead, the robot will point at the card that the child
requested so the child can collect it.
Child places card in empty place in the card holder. After the robot asked a card, it will ask
the child to place the card in an empty place in the card holder.
The robot cheers after each time the child placed a card in the card holder to give the child a
positive reward.

3.2 Autonomous behavior robot
The workload for a therapist is high when he/she controls the robot and performs this
therapy. Therefore, some autonomous behavior of the robot can be helpful in the therapy to
increase the attention for the child. First, was decided in which part of the game the robot could
use autonomous behavior. For each of the three parts of the game is discussed whether the
autonomous behavior can help and whether there are sufficient advanced methods developed to
be used.
1. When the child asks the robot for a card, the robot has to listen to the children's words
and has to look at its own cards to decide where the requested card is and subsequently point at
that card. The disadvantage of this process is that the robot has to understand every word of the
child to react on the child's speech. Especially, children that need to learn how to communicate
can be greatly be influenced by an incorrect interpreter. Wolf & Bugmann (2005) created a game
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where users had to teach the robot to play a certain game. With their research they wanted to
develop grammar or dialogue rules for the robot how to explain the game for other beginners.
What they did not account for was that the robot did not understand the explanation of the users
and as a result the users would raise their voice and tried to simplify the explanation. This
resulted into many out-of-grammar utterances and out-of-vocabulary words. Unfortunately, the
speech recognition of the robot is too unreliable to use as an autonomous system. Therefore, we
decided to let this part of the scenario still be remotely operated by the therapist.
2. When the robot asks for a card some automation would help. In the case of a WoZ, the
therapist has to look at the robot's cards and subsequently decide the move of the robot. The
therapist's actions would be reduced when the robot looks at its own cards and decides itself
which card to ask. This has no influence on the outcome of the speech.
3. During the whole game the therapist still needs to be able to use a prompt when the
children react unexpected. Every time when a turn of one of the players is finished, the therapist
can use a text-to-speech interface to prompt the child.
In these three parts, the robot's turn will be adapted to be autonomously, the other parts
(prompts and child's turn stay the same).

3.3 Implementation
The programming language and the software used within the Picasso project is Tivipe.
The autonomous behavior of the robot, described in the previous section, is, therefore,
implemented in this program. Tivipe is a state-based programming language developed by Tino
Lourens (2015). The aim of this program is to integrate different technologies using graphical
icons. The program uses state based programming what will be explained in the next section.
3.3.1 State based programming
In state based programming, every step of execution of a code section (module) in a
program is a different state. Every state has its own identifier (id) and if this id is activated, the
state becomes active. Besides that, every state has one or more output identifiers. The states that
correspond to those output identifiers become active after the original state is executed.
Therefore, all states are connected to the other states. Additionally, states are always active but
wait with execution till their identifier becomes active and it can execute its task.
An example is shown in Figure 1. When you start this program, all the states become
active, but not all actions can be performed yet.
First, state 10 is executed, this enables the stiffness of the robot (the robot turns its motors on so
it can move). The output of state 10 is 20.
Second, state 20 becomes active and the robot stands up. The output of state 20 is 30.
Third, state 30 will be executed. In this state the robot checks with the camera if there is a person
in front of its camera. Depending of this outcome the robot waves its hand (and activates state
40) or asks if there is anybody (and activates state 50).
 In case the robot detected someone, state 40 is activated. In this state, the robot will perform
an exercise and will sit down.
 Otherwise, state 50 becomes active and the robot will sit down immediately without
performing the exercise.
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Figure 1: Example of a state based program. Picture retrieved from tivipe.com

Because this is a state-based program, all the states are already send to the robot and the robot
can perform the actions immediately when the program activates a state. This creates the
opportunity for the program to execute heavy calculations during earlier states in the program.
3.3.2 Create a program in Tivipe
There are multiple ways to create a program for the robot in Tivipe. The first way is to
use the existing modules in the program and connect these together (See Figure 2 for an example
of some of the modules already implemented). Once a behavior is made, it can be merged into
one module and always be used. However a merged module cannot be changed anymore (see
Figure 3). If a module does not exist yet, there is an option to create the code in C++. In the
Tivipe environment this C++ code can be loaded and creates a new module of the new behavior.
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Figure 2: Example of some modules that are already implemented.

Figure 3: Example of one of the preprogrammed games. It uses the camera of the robot, the touch sensors of the
robot, the position of the robots joints but also the key board of the computer to play a game. The separate module
(playDiceNDutch) at the bottom left is the merged module for this game.
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Figure 4: Example of one of scenarios of the therapist.

Another way to program in Tivipe is using Excel (see Figure 4). This enables the
therapists to create their own scenarios and to implement these themselves. The therapists use an
excel file that Tivipe can read. In this file is described how the robot is controlled (see Figure 4).
Every row is one step of the program, the columns describe (column A) what kind of action has
to be performed (key press or a robot behavior), (column B) the info type (is always 1), (column
C) the information given on the screen, (column D) the id of the state, (column E) the action that
the robot will execute and (column F) the id of the state that will be activated after the state is
finished. This introduces the opportunity to design a larger program with more executions, more
compact without merging the separate modules. An advantage of this approach is in case of a
mistake the excel file is easily changed. A disadvantage is that the sensory information of the
robot cannot be used with the excel file.
3.3.3 Implementation of autonomous behavior of the robot
To implement the autonomous behavior of the robot, the graphical interface in
combination with C++ was used because this makes it available to use the sensory information of
the robot. In C++ a new module containing the behavior of the robot, was created to use the
sensory information to recognize the cards. Every card had an individual marker to identify the
card. For the markers the ArUco markers were used, a popular library for detection of markers
developed by Muñoz, Muñoz-Salinas, Madrid-Cuevas & Marín-Jiménez (2014) (see figure 5 for
the cards with the markers).
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Figure 5: Three cards with the ArUco Marker.

The robot can identify the cards with these markers and decide which cards belong
together. Each card was represented by a list that contained the category, the ArUco code, the
name of the category and the color of the animal. For example <1, 175, Fish, Green>, this card
belongs to category 1, has ArUco identifier 175, the name of the category is "Fish" and is
"green". The robot's strategy was to let the children win. Every time it was the robot's turn, the
robot would ask a random card of the cards that the robot did not possess. In order to let the
children win, the robot had a bigger chance (twice as big) to ask a card from a category of which
the robot had only two cards. This decreases the chance of the robot completing a Quartet, but
increases the chance of the child completing a Quartet.
3.3.4 The implementation of the complete game
The intelligent behavior of the robot is only one part of the game. The text-to-speech
module was already implemented in Tivipe. And the child's turn was easily created with a keypress module. Figure 6 shows an example of the final program while it is executed.
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Figure 6: The information shown to the experimenter while executing the game. The prompt interface for text-tospeech, robot behaviors and the key press information screen.
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The example scenario above is an example of a scenario of the robot and child that begin
the game and how the child can interact with the robot. As shown, the robot gives two reactions
to a behavior of the child. First, the child shows the robot a card and the robot asks to put the
card in an empty place in the card holder. Second, the robot thanks the child for placing the card
in the card holder. Every time the child says something, the experimenter can initiate a reaction
of the robot. In the end, the experimenter used a text-to-speech to make the robot ask the child
again to place the card in the card holder since the child ignored its first question. The
experimenter will mostly use prompts when the child does not react on the robot's actions.

4. Methods
4.1 Participants
Twenty children, from the elementary school De Lindt in Helmond, took part in this
experiment. For all children both parents signed a consent form. The participants were between
7/8 years old (mean = 7.75, SD=0.65). Four children were excluded due to software difficulties
during the first day of the tests and two children were excluded because the voice of the robot
changed during the experiments. Eventually, fourteen children participated in this study.

4.2 Setting and materials
The experiment was conducted in an empty class room in the school. Every child was
called out twice of the class room to play with the robot. During these sessions, the child and the
robot sat in front of each other at a table and the experimenter at another table but stayed within
sight of the child. A digital video camera (goPro) was placed between the robot and the
experimenter, to record where the child was looking. Furthermore, a Microsoft surface pro 3
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Figure 7: The experimental setting. On the left is the laptop of the experimenter and on the right the child and the
robot with their cards in front of them.

laptop was used to control the robot. Figure 7 shows this setting. After the game, the children
were asked to fill in a questionnaire on the computer of the school.

4.3 Nao robot
The robot that was used is the Nao robot. This robot is a small humanoid robot produced
by Aldebaran. It is a 57 cm tall robot, with simple facial features. It has touch sensors, a
microphone, a digital camera and a speaker. The features of the robot are in line with the design
requirements of Giullian et al. (2010) where they describe a robot design for children with autism
(face with distinct features, not too realistic, size of a toddler, degrees of freedom are the same as
a toddler, only the hands of the robot are not in a distinct color). In addition, the robot had a
Dutch female voice. To make a distinction between the two conditions, the robot wore in each
condition a blue striped or white shirt (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: The robot wearing the different shirts.
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4.4 Game description
The game that was used is called Kwartet (in English: Quartets). During this game two
players play against each other to collect 4 cards that belong together in the same category
(Kwartet). Each turn, a player will ask the other player for a card which would help him/her to
create a Kwartet. If the other player has this card, he/she has to hand it over. If not, the player has
to get a card from the stack with cards. The purpose of the game is to collect as many categories
as possible. The game ends when there are no cards left in the game.

4.5 Design
The experiment was a within-subject design, consisting of two conditions: the robot that
was completely remotely operated by the experimenter and the robot that used its vision to
recognize the cards. Each child played twice with the robot and played both conditions once. The
order of the robot behaviors and the shirt color were counter balanced.
1. During the first condition the experimenter had to choose all the behaviors of the robot.
The robot was remotely operated by the experimenter with a laptop. The participant
interacted with the robot but was able to notice that the robot was remotely operated. The
robot interacted with the child only when a button was pressed on the laptop for a certain
behavior.
2. In the second condition the experimenter only chose a behavior if the child was talking.
The robot used its sensory information to notice whether the child had finished his/her
turn and decide on its own card. In this scenario the robot was more autonomous and
would appear more intelligent since not all actions are remotely operated (Akerkar,
2012).

4.6 Procedure
Before the experiment all children were introduced to the robot in a demonstration. This
demonstration was not limited to the children that would participate in this experiment, but for
all children on the school in groups of 30 children.
1. After the child entered the class room with the robot, the experimenter explained to the child
how the game works and what the robot and the child were going to play. The experimenter
also explained the children beforehand how the game is different than the normally played
Kwartet game.
2. The child would choose who could start the game.
3. In case that the robot could start, the robot looked at its cards and asked for a card.
4. The child showed that card to the robot.
5. The robot or researcher recognized the card and the turn of the robot was finished. In case of
a Kwartet, the robot would say that it has a Kwartet and would cheer.
6. The child asked for a card.
7. The robot pointed at the card and asked whether the child can grab the card. If the child had a
Kwartet the robot would cheer as a positive reward and say "well done".
8. Step 3-6 are repeated till there are no cards anymore.
9. In case that the child won, the robot cheered again and congratulated the child with this
winning. In the other case the robot would thank the child and say it liked to play the game
with the child.
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10. After the game the experimenter would ask the child to fill in a questionnaire to reflect on the
game with the robot.
This procedure was the same in both conditions, after the final conditions the children were
asked to fill in a questionnaire with questions about both conditions.

4.7 Data collection
All sessions were recorded using a video camera. The videos of the child-robot
interaction were observed when the data-collection was finished. All videos were random
selections of one minute of the child interacting with the robot. For every condition three videos
of the children were observed, therefore, the observers watched 6 videos of one minute per child,
for 14 children. Three Dutch students and the researcher observed these videos, the students only
watched half of the videos due to time restrictions, and consequently every video is observed at
least two times. The observers were asked to count the times that (1) the child looked at the
robot, (2) the child looked at the experimenter, (3) the child said something to the robot that did
not belong to the game (the observers did not count for the times the child asked for a card), (4)
the child said something to the experimenter and (5) how much interest the child showed during
this minute. The interest measurement was specified in a table which was adopted from Koegel
& Egel (1979)) (see Table 1). The datasheet and the protocol are provided in Appendix 1 and 2.

4.8 Questionnaires
The questionnaires are based on the Immersive Experience Questionnaire (Jennett et al.,
2008) and indicate the immersion of the player. The questions are about the degree of attention
of the player for the game and the degree of motivation to play the game and are therefore related
Table 1
The explanation of the interest measurements as distributed for the observers.
Low interest (0-1)

Neutral interest (2-3)

High interest (4-5)

Looks bored, uninvolved, and
not curious about or eager to
participate in the activity.

Neither particularly
interested nor disinterested

Readily attends to the activity

Yawns or tries to avoid the
activity

Seems to passively accept
situation

Is alert and involved in the task

Spend little time attending to
the task

Does not rebel but is eager
to continue

(Score as 4 or 5, depending on
level of alertness and involvement)

A long response latency when
there is a response (takes
long for the child to respond)

(Score as 2 or 3, depending
on extent of interest)

(Score as 0, or 1, depending
on extent of lack of interest)
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Table 2
The questions in Dutch and English
Dutch questions

English translation

Q1

Ik vond het leuk om te spelen

I found it fun to play this game

Q2

Ik wilde graag winnen

I wanted to win

Q3
Q4

Ik heb goed mijn best gedaan
Ik wil het spel nog een keer spelen met de
robot

I did my best
I want to play the game again with the
robot

Q5

Ik wilde graag de robot helpen

I really wanted to help the robot

Q6

Ik vond het zielig dat de robot/ik verloor

I felt sorry for the robot/me that he/I lost

Q7

Ik wilde tijdens het spel een keer opgeven

I wanted to quit during the game

Q8

Ik was snel afgeleid tijdens het spelen
Tijdens het spel had ik niets door om mij
heen

I was quickly distracted during the game
During the game I noticed nothing
around me

Q9

Q10 Ik vond de robot erg slim spelen

I think the robot played really clever

Q11 Ik vond het spel uitdagend

I found this game challenging

Q12 Ik vond het spel erg makkelijk

I found the game really easy

Q13 Het spel ging erg snel voorbij

The game was quickly finished

to the player's overall experience of the game.
Within this experiment, only thirteen questions were translated to Dutch and simplified
for the children. The questions that were explicitly about video games and duplicate questions
were excluded. In a pilot study was found that children found it complicated to express
themselves in degree of agreement (agree/slightly agree/slightly disagree/disagree). Therefore,
the children were asked to answer on a 4 point scale (yes!/slightly yes/slightly no/no!) or fill in
that they did not know. The option for "Neutral" was excluded so the children had to choose. See
Table 2 for the questions.
After playing the game in both conditions, the children had to fill in a final questionnaire.
They were asked which robot they preferred and with which robot they wanted to play the game
again. The three questionnaires were created with Typeform (For more information go to the
website Typeform.com).

4.9 Interobserver agreement
The interobserver agreement (IOA) was determined with the intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) (Cohen & Cohen (1983)). This statistic can be used to determine the degree
that a group relates to each other. The coefficient varied between 0.70-0.88 with a mean of 0.79
(SD= 0.08), which indicates a substantial agreement between the observers. Table 3 presents the
intraclass correlation coefficient for the separate behaviors.
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Table 3
The intraclass correlation coefficient for every behavior.
95% confidence interval
average measure ICC

lower bound

upper bound

Times Child Looks At Robot

0.787

0.665

0.869

Times Child Looks At Human

0.872

0.799

0.921

Times Child Talks To Robot

0.797

0.682

0.876

Times Child Talks To Human

0.897

0.838

0.937

Interest

0.726

0.568

0.833

4.10 Data Analysis
The data analysis consists of five parts. The first part involved visual inspection of the
data together with the calculation of the mean of all observers. Second, a paired-samples t-test
was performed on the data of the observers to see whether there was a significant difference
between the two behaviors of the robot. Third, the two questionnaires about the robots after each
condition were compared, for all questions a paired-samples t-test was performed. Fourth, for all
questions a correlation matrix was calculated. It was also checked if their age and school year
was of influence with the use of a MANOVA. Lastly, a chi-square goodness-of-fit test was
performed for the final questionnaire.

5. Results
This section shows the results of the observed behaviors of the children and the results of
the questionnaires.

5.1 Behaviors children
Figure 9 summarizes the observed behaviors of the children in the two conditions: the
robot that was remotely operated and the robot that behaved autonomously. Table 4 shows the
mean and standard deviation for these observations. It was expected that the observers would
rate the children looking less at the experimenter when the children played with the autonomou s
robot. However, no significant differences were found between the two conditions. It is
noteworthy that the observers rated the children speaking significantly more with the human than
with the robot in both conditions (mean = -1.31, SD =1.33, p=0.00 for the remotely operated
robot, mean = -1.46, SD =1.85, p =0.00 for the autonomous robot).
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Table 4
The observed gaze, speaking behavior and interest of the children.
Remotely operated
Autonomous robot
robot
Mean

St dev

Mean

St dev

p-value

Times Child Looks At Robot

5.11

1.86

4.83

1.67

0.500

Times Child Looks At Human

3.64

2.04

3.33

1.71

0.334

Times Child Talks To Robot

0.36

0.55

0.54

0.68

0.096

Times Child Talks To Human

1.68

1.38

2.00

1.77

0.234

Interest

3.37

1.07

3.45

1.06

0.628

6
5

4
3

Autonomous robot
Operated robot

2
1
0
Looks At
Robot

Looks At
Human

Talks To Robot

Talks To
Human

Interest

Figure 9: Results of the children's gaze and speech behavior rated by observers. The observers could rate the
interest of the children between 0 and 5.

5.2 Questionnaires
The children filled in a questionnaire after playing the game with the robot. They
answered this questionnaire twice, after both robot behaviors. It was expected that the children
would like the autonomous robot more than the remotely operated robot and find the autonomous
robot smarter. As the results (see figure 10 and table 5 to see the detailed results) show after the
paired t-test, there are no significant differences between the conditions.
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Table 5
The results of the questionnaire.
Autonomous robot

Remotely
operated robot

Mean

Mean

SD

SD

p-value

Degree of

I found it fun to play this game

1.93

0.27

1.79

0.80

0.55

enjoyableness

I wanted to win

1.43

1.09

1.57

1.09

0.34

I did my best

1.64

0.84

2.00

0.00

0.14

I want to play again with the robot

2.00

0.00

1.62

1.20

0.10

I really wanted to help the robot

0.14

1.61

-0.07

1.64

0.49

I felt sorry for the robot that he lost

0.79

1.48

0.64

1.45

0.55

I wanted to quit during the game
I was quickly distracted during the
game
During the game I noticed nothing
around me

-0.93

1.77

-1.14

1.70

0.49

-0.64

1.91

-0.64

1.69

1.00

Robot
Surroundings

0.36

1.78

0.14

1.88

0.77

Degree of

I think the robot played really clever

1.71

0.47

1.50

0.94

0.34

difficulty

I found this game challenging

1.07

1.38

0.57

1.65

0.15

I found the game really easy

0.57

1.60

0.36

1.50

0.68

The game was quickly finished

1.29

1.07

0.79

1.72

0.17

2.5
2
1.5
1
Operated robot

0.5

Autonomous robot

0

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5
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-1
-1.5
Figure 10: Results of the children's answers on the questionnaire.

The influence of the children's age or grade on their answers was checked, because of the
high standard deviation for some of the questions. It was expected that children of a younger age
or lower grade, found the questions that had a longer length more complicated to understand and
were less consistent with answering these questions. As the results in Table 6 show, the grade of
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the child significantly influences the answers of two of the questions. The children in a higher
grade, showed less variation within the questions.
Aside from the results reported above, a correlation analysis was done. The questions of
the questionnaire were included in this correlation analysis. The full correlation matrix can be
found in Appendix 3.
Last, the final questionnaire was checked. The children were asked in this questionnaire
to choose between the two conditions which robot they liked more and with which robot they
wanted to play again (see Table 7). There are no significant differences in the children's answers.
Table 6
The results for the influence of the children's school level and their age on their answers for the questionnaire.
Grade (Groep)

Age

I wanted to quit during the game

F(1,25)= 11.363**

F(1,25)=3.054

During the game I did not notice anything around me

F(1,25)= 0.128

F(1,25)=0.000

I was quickly distracted during the game

F(1,25)= 8.703**

F(1,25)=3.405

Multivariate

F(3,23)= 4.837**

F(3,23)=1.493

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001

Table 7

The percentages of children that answered the final questionnaire with the remotely operated robot and the
autonomous robot
Remotely
operated robot

Autonomous
robot

ChiSquare

Asymp.
Sig.

I liked the game more with

53.33

46.67

40.000

1.000

I would like to play again with

60.00

40.00

0.286

0.593
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6. Discussion
This discussion will provide an overview of the results, indicate some implications,
provide suggestions for future research and present an overall conclusion. The research presented
in this thesis explored the effects of an autonomous robot on children’s perception of the robot
and the game. The main goal was to investigate whether children can perceive a difference
between a robot that performed behavior partly-autonomous and a robot that was remotely
operated. Fourteen children played a card game with the Nao robot displaying remotely operated
and autonomous behavior in an experiment.
The first effect measured was the subjective explicit opinion of the children. Their
opinion was measured with two questionnaires. From the results it can be concluded that there is
no statistical difference in the children's opinions about a partly-autonomous robot and a
remotely operated robot. Additionally, the children were asked to choose a robot with whom they
wanted to play again and which they liked more. The children did not show a significant
difference in preference for one of the robot behaviors. These results suggest that the children did
not experience the partly-autonomous robot or a remotely operated robot differently.
The second effect measured was the gaze and speech behavior of the children. Analysis
of the recorded interaction shows that children are not observed to behave significantly different
with a robot that plays partly autonomous and a robot that is remotely operated. The observers
were also asked to rate how much interest (on a scale from 0-5) the children showed in the robot
and the game. No significant differences were found between the two conditions. In both
conditions the observers rated the children's interest slightly above neutral. A neutral interest
means that the children were observed to be eager to continue the game, not to rebel and to
passively accept the situation (see Table 1).
The children spoke more with the human than with the robot. It is possible that this is a
consequence of the fact that the children inferred that the robot could not process their speech,
was less flexible and, therefore, they said it directly to the experimenter
The results suggest that children do not experience a difference between a robot that is
partly autonomous and a robot that is remotely operated. This introduces the opportunity for the
therapist to use the partly autonomous robot in the treatment. A partly autonomous robot reduces
the therapists' energy for operating the robot and frees some time for the therapist, allowing
her/his to focus on the child (Senft et al., 2015). Because the children do not see a difference
between the robot behaviors, they will benefit from the extra attention of the therapist.
As explained before, children with ASD turned to the therapist to show their joy and
excitement about interacting with the robot (Robins, 2006). This finding agrees with the results
found in our study, the children constantly expressed their excitements at the experimenter. The
extra time that the therapist wins with the autonomous robot, can be used for interaction with the
child. The children with ASD ignored the researcher during the first sessions, but turned to the
researcher to show their enjoyment in later sessions. Although the study of Robins only tested
three children and it used an imitation game instead of a card game, their findings suggest that
the same results will be expected when using our card game with children with ASD.
Another question that was asked in the beginning of this thesis was whether the workload
of the therapist can be reduced in this therapy. Only my own experience can be described to
answer this question. The main difference between the two conditions was not the reduced
interventions with the laptop (for the remotely controlled robot you had to press only two times
more than with the autonomous robot), but the impact that had on the workload of the game. As
experimenter, the only task in the autonomous condition was to press a key for the requested
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card of the child. In the condition of the remotely operated robot, the robot's turn consisted of:
looking at the robot's cards, decide what card you want to ask, search for that card on the screen,
and press the corresponding key press for this card. In my opinion the autonomous condition
definitely reduced the cognitive load of the game for the experimenter.
The study of Senft et al., (2015) shows that the therapist's workload can be reduced with
a partly autonomous robot. Their methods slightly differed from our methods; they used a
learning algorithm for the robot to learn from the guidance of the therapist. In our experiment the
robot’s behaviors were already implemented and the experimenter only needed to press keys to
indicate whose turn it was and had indicate where the robot had to point during the child's turn.
In both the experiment of Senft et al. and our experiment was an increased robot autonomy used
and, therefore, is expected that the workload of the therapists will be reduced when extending
this research.
We can now try to answer the research question asked in the beginning "Can a robot that
plays autonomously, improve the therapy outcomes or the experiences of the involved parties?“ .
Our research showed that children do not see a difference between a robot that plays
autonomously and a robot that is remotely controlled. In addition, the workload of the therapist
may be reduced with a robot that plays autonomously. This will introduce the possibility for the
therapist to focus more on the child during the therapy. The therapy is, therefore, improved with
a robot that plays autonomously.

6.1 Limitations and further research
A few explanations for the non-significant differences between the two conditions are
described below. One possibility suggests that the children's gaze was only focused on the robot
and the game. The children, therefore, did not notice that the robot was operated by the
experimenter. The results of the questions about their surroundings are in agreement with that
suggestion. The children's answers were positive for positive questions (I noticed nothing around
me, mean = 0.25, SD =1.80) and negative for negative questions (I wanted to quit, mean =-1.04,
SD =1.71, I was quickly distracted during the game, mean =-0.64, SD =1.77). Moreover, the
children were observed to look more at the robot than at the experimenter.
The experiment of Wainer et al. (2014) that was explained earlier in this thesis suggests
that this phenomenon of the child's attention for the robot can be true for children with ASD.
This study compared how children with ASD interact differently with a humanoid robot
opponent and a human opponent when playing a video game. In addition to the child and the
robot, the experimenter, the children's caregivers and the human opponent were in the room
during the sessions. The children looked more at their robotic opponent than their human
opponent. Furthermore, the children looked less at the game and the other people in the room and
focused more on the robot when playing with the robot than with the human. This may explain
why children with ASD saw no difference between our two conditions. In spite of that, the
authors state that the children did not show enough attention to the game. Even so, the children
focused more on their robotic opponent and because of that they forgot to pay attention to the
game. As the game elicited their social behaviors, this is unfavorable. Surely, in a new
experimental design for our experiment with children with ASD, should be attempted that the
children have enough attention for the game when playing with a robotic opponent.
Another possibility is that the children's cognitive load was high because they wanted to
win the game and, therefore, were paying less attention to the experimenter in the room. Some
results are in agreement with that statement. The children found the game challenging (mean
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=0.82, SD=1.52) and they thought the robot played really clever (mean =1.61, SD = 0.74). In the
case that the children's cognitive load was already high with playing the game, the children
would not have been able to notice differences between the robot's behaviors. However, the
children slightly agreed that the game was very easy (mean =0.46, SD =1.53). Additionally, the
children were observed to speak many times with the human during the game and a high
cognitive load implies that the children would have spoken less (Goldman–Eisler et al., 1968).
This counts against the possibility that the children's cognitive load was high.
The three possibilities above describe explanations why the children did not experience a
difference between the two conditions. However, the absence of a significant difference between
the two conditions does not necessarily mean that the children did not see a difference between
the two robot behaviors.
First, there is a possibility that the children could not recall events that happened during
the experiment. That would imply that the answers on the questions would be based on the last
part of their interaction with the robot. Children of eight years old can relate better to events that
occurred at some time in the past than children of seven years old (Child development info,
2015). The high variance of the questions about events that happened during the game underpins
this possibility. Another explanation of the high variance may lie in the way the questions were
formulated. Specifically, the length of three sentences were too long for the children's age
(During the game I noticed nothing around me (10 words in Dutch), during the game I wanted to
give up (8 words in Dutch)). Children normally create sentences of the length corresponding
their age (so when they are seven years old, they make sentences of seven words) (PDS, 2015).
This would not explain the high variance on the sentence "I was quickly distracted during the
game" because this sentence only contains seven words.
Second, besides their age, their language development could explain the high variance.
The children in the experiment were from grade 4 and 5. The main difference between these two
grades is that the children in a higher grade already had a year practice of "comprehensive
reading" (School regulations De Lindt, 2015). Events that happened in the past are complicated
because they ask the children to reflect their behavior during the game. Children need more
understanding of language to be able of reflecting that. An ANOVA with their age and grade as
independent measures showed that the children's grade made a difference but their age not, and
only for two of the three questions (I was quickly distracted during the game, during the game I
noticed nothing around me). Children from a higher grade showed less variance in the two
questions than the children from a lower grade. This means that children from a higher grade
understood these complex questions better than children from a lower grade.
Last, it is also possible that the game length or the time that the robot played
autonomously was too short. During the short time that the children got to play with the robot,
the children only wanted to focus on the robot and not on the surroundings. If they would have
played with the robot for a longer time they might have noticed that the robot played
autonomously and this might have had an influence on their behavior or opinion about the robot.
For a future experimental design, there should be an attempt to reduce these interfering
factors. This can increase the possibility that some effect of the robot's behavior will be found on
the children's perception.
Moreover, a suggestion can be made to further improve the game strategy of the robot.
The autonomous robot can easily adapt its strategy if it is too easy or too complicated for the
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child to make it more personalized. With more intelligence this can be done for more games. The
robot can also detect when a child gets bored or uninterested and can adapt its behavior to that.
Lastly, personalize the robot can also concern the robot's voice. The robot suddenly
changed its voice during the game with two children, both children give a comment about that
and, therefore, were excluded from the data analysis. However, this voice change gives the
possibility to create a more personalized robot. Children can respond better to a voice that sounds
friendlier. Some research is already been done with voice and emotions of the robot for social
robot dialogs with children (Cohen, Looije & Neerincx, 2014; Kessens et al. 2009). Embedding
the children's preferred voices in the social interaction, elicits greater social interaction (Koegel
& Koegel, 1999; Paul, 2008). Changing the voice of the robot to a preferred, personalized voice
can elicit greater interaction.
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6.3 Conclusion
Extensive research is done toward interventions with children that have ASD and robots
in a Wizard of Oz setting with the researcher being invisible for the child. However, less research
is done with the researcher in the same room.
In this research it was investigated how a humanoid robot that plays partly autonomously
or is remotely operated has an influence on the treatment of children with ASD. The robot is
already used in PRT for children with ASD. PRT is based on the intrinsic motivation and selfinitiation of children with ASD to increase the effectiveness of the therapy. The robot is used to
increase this motivation of the children. However, it was mentioned that a remotely operated
robot could have a negative influence on the treatment. A robot that shows an increase in
autonomy can reduce the time that a therapist needs to operate the robot and help the therapist to
have more time for the child. In addition, the autonomous behavior of the robot was designed to
allow the therapist still being in control of the therapy.
Even more important for the use of an autonomous robot in therapy with children with
ASD, is to understand how children perceive an autonomous robot. To explore this question, we
performed an experiment with the Nao robot displaying behavior either remotely operated or
autonomously. In this experiment the robot played a card game (Kwartet) with twenty typically
developed children in a PRT setting in which the children had to ask the robot for a card and vice
versa.
The results in the previous section show that the typically developed children could not
distinguish the robot behaviors and were engaged with both behaviors. This suggests that the
therapist can use the partly autonomous robot instead of the remotely operated robot, with regard
to the children's opinions. This can reduce the workload of the therapist substantially and will
support the therapy because the therapists spend less time to operate the robot and can focus
more on the child. More research should be done to measure accurately if this will increase the
effectiveness of the therapy and whether this is also the case for children with ASD.
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Appendix 1
Instructions analysis robot videos

Hi! Thanks for your help during this analysis. Hope you find it interesting and whether you learn
something.
During this observation, you are asked to fill in an observation scheme. This observation scheme
contains 3 sections. The videos are recordings of an experiment involving a child playing a game
(Kwartet) with a robot, and also the person conducting the experiment (referred here as the
experimenter). You will be required to view and observe the videos and record the observations
on the paper forms provided, you are also allowed to watch it twice or more times (advised to
watch it more than one time).
1. In the first section of the observation scheme please count and record the times the child
looks at the researcher and how many times the child looks at the robot. You can just
increase every time the child changes her/his gaze.
2. The second section is to count the times the child says something to the researcher and to
the robot. This doesn't include the interaction that belongs to the game. So when the child
asks the robot for a card, this shouldn't be included in the counting. When the child says
to the robot, I can put the card for you in the card holder, this should be included.
3. At the third section please evaluate the interest of the child according to the criteria in the
table. Please use scores from 0 to 5.
Low interest (0-1)
Looks bored, uninvolved, and
not curious about or eager to
participate in the activity.
Yawns or tries to avoid the
activity
Spend little time attending to
the task
A long response latency when
there is a response (takes long
for the child to respond)
(Score as 0, or 1, depending
on extent of lack of interest)

Neutral interest (2-3)
Neither particularly interested
nor disinterested
Seems to passively accept
situation
Does not rebel but is eager to
continue
(Score as 2 or 3, depending on
extent of interest)

High interest (4-5)
Readily attends to the activity
Is alert and involved in the
task
(Score as 4 or 5, depending on
level of alertness and
involvement)
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Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13

1
I found it fun to play this game
I wanted to win
.432**
I did my best
.641**
I want to play the game again with the robot
.505**
0.116
I really wanted to help the robot
I felt sorry for the robot/me that he/I lost .362*
-0.089
I wanted to quit during the game
I was quickly distracted during the game 0.089
me
During the game I noticed nothing around 0.221
I think the robot played really clever
.506**
0.276
I found this game challenging
0.308
I found the game really easy
0.235
The game was quickly finished
* sig. < 0.05
** sig. < 0.01

Q1

1

Q3

**

**

.578 .650
0.102 0.175
0.288 0.266
.362* 0.294

.383
.453
0.023 -0.133
0.148 0.009
.418** -0.011

*

**

Q5

Q6

1
1
-0.067
.406
0.086 0.281 0.203
-0.018 .460** 0.307
0.107 -0.061 0.168
.770** 0.044 .456**
0.162 0.117 0.045
.350* 0.184 0.282
0.315 -0.122 .453**

Q4

*

1
.426**
**
1
.430 .760**
0.025 -0.139 -0.110

Q2

1
.429**
-0.011
0.083
0.210
0.195
-0.063

Q7

1
0.160
0.127
0.247
0.086
0.206

Q8

Q10 Q11

1

Q12 Q13

1
1
0.285
1
-0.023 .377*
1
-0.114 0.261 0.115
0.271 .460** -0.120 0.093

Q9
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